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On a compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) we consider the parabolic Monge
Ampe re equation

t
.(x, t)=log \det(g(x)+Hess .(x, t))det g(x) +&*.(x, t)&f (x)
.(x, 0)=.0(x).
Here * is a real parameter and f, .0 : M  R are smooth functions. We show
existence of . for all times t independent of *. If *>0, then .t=.( } , t) converges
exponentially towards a solution . of the stationary problem as t  . In the
special case *>0, f=0 one has .=0 and we determine the convergence rate
.t  . in the L2-norm more precisely.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Real and complex MongeAmpe re equations, in particular the existence
and regularity of solutions, have been investigated by many mathe-
maticians in recent years, e.g., Alexandrov [Al], Bakelman [B], Calabi
[CL], Caffarelli, Nirenberg, and Spruck [CNS1, 2, 3], Cheng and Yau
[CY], Oliker [O1, 2], Pogorelov [P], Schulz [S], Trudinger [T], and
Yau [Y]. Various geometric problems lead to MongeAmpe re equations,
e.g., the Minkowski problem, the Weyl problem or the Calabi conjecture in
complex geometry. The Calabi conjecture which was proved by Aubin
[Au] and Yau [Y] states that any closed 2-form representing the first
Chern class of a compact Ka hler manifold (M, g) is the Ricci form of a
Ka hler metric on M. In local coordinates this problem amounts to solving
the equation
det(gi} +2.zi z j)
det(gi} )
=C exp(F ),
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where F is a smooth function on M related to the given 2-form and
C>0. Aubin and Yau found a solution of this equation so that (in local
coordinates)
7i, j \gi} + 
2.
zi z j+ dzidz j
defines a Ka hler metric. The corresponding real equation was treated in
several papers by Delanoe [D1, D2, D3].
In this paper we consider the following parabolic MongeAmpe re equa-
tion on a smooth compact Riemannian manifold (M, g):

t
.(x, t)=log \det(g(x)+Hess .(x, t))det g(x) +&*.(x, t)&f (x) (1.1)
.(x, 0)=.0(x).
Here .0 , f : M  R are smooth functions and * is a real constant. Further-
more g+Hess .0 is assumed to be positive definite and defines therefore a
metric on M. One motivation for this is the pioneering paper of Hamilton
[H] who considered the evolution of a metric in direction of its Ricci cur-
vature. Cao [CO] applied this parabolic approach to the Calabi problem
and reproved the result of Yau. In general the investigation of the dynamic
behaviour of the solution of the parabolic equation provides a better
understanding of the problem.
Here we shall prove two results. The first deals with the long time exist-
ence of the solution .t and its convergence in the C -norm. The second
is concerned with a more precise convergence result in the case when f=0
and *>0.
1.1. Theorem. The solution .(x, t) of (1.1) exists for all t0. In the case
*>0, as t  , the solution .t :=.( } , t) of (1.1) converges in the C -topol-
ogy to a function . on M and .* t=(t) .t converges in the C -topology
to 0. The limit function . is the unique solution of the stationary equation
0=log \det(g(x)+Hess .(x, t))det g(x) +&*.(x, t)&f (x).
We cannot expect convergence in the case *0. For *=0 the equation
is invariant under addition of constants. Moreover, taking .0 and f as con-
stant functions the solution .t=.0&tf does not converge as t  . If
*<0 we see in the simple example f (x)=0, .0(x)=const., that .t=e&*t.0
does not converge as t  .
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It is an interesting problem to investigate in detail the convergence of .t
towards . . In order to motivate our result for the nonlinear equation let
us consider the linear equation

t
u(x, t)=2x u(x, t)&*u(x, t)
(1.2)
u(x, 0)=u0(x).
Let +0=0<+1+2 } } } be the eigenvalues of the Laplacian and ’0#1,
’1 , ’2 , ... be the corresponding eigenfunctions, i.e., 2’i=&+i’i . Moreover
let u0 be given by u0=i=0 bi’i . It is easy to see that the solution u(x, t)
of (1.2) has the form
u(x, t)= :

i=0
bi’i (x) e&(+i+*) t=| u0e&*t dM+ :

i=1
bi’i (x) e&(+i+*) t.
From this we can directly read off the asymptotic behaviour of u and its
higher derivatives. The difference between u(x, t) and its mean value
M u0(x) e&*t dM converges exponentially to 0 in the L2-norm as t  
and the rate of convergence is given by e&(+1+*) t.
We can prove a similar estimate for the nonlinear equation (1.1) in the
special case f=0 and *>0.
1.2. Theorem. Let . be the solution of (1.1) with f=0, *>0. There
exists $>0 and c>0 depending on .0 , |.| , |{.| , |{2.| , |{3.|  such
that
|
M
(.t&. t)2 dMc exp(&2(+1+*+=(t)) t),
where . denotes the mean value of ., +1 is the first eigenvalue of the
Laplacian and =(t) :=e&$t. In particular, for all =>0 there exists c=>0 such
that
|
M
(.t&. t)2 dMc= exp(&2(+1+*+=) t).
Thus the convergence rate of .t&. t  0 in L2 is almost as good as in
the linear case. A similar phenomenon appeared in papers by Oliker and
Uraltseva [O1, OU] who studied the asymptotic behaviour of flows of
nonparametric surfaces with speed depending on curvature.
Equation (1.1) is a nonlinear parabolic equation and from standard
theory we know that the solution exists for a short time. To show existence
of the solution for all times it suffices to prove a priori estimates for a
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C 2, :-norm of .. This is done in Section 2 where we prove Theorem 1.1. In
Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.2.
2. THE LONG TIME EXISTENCE
We assume that .t=.( } , t) is the solution of (1.1) on the maximal time
intervall [0, T ) such that g+Hess .t is positive definite. It defines therefore
a metric on M for any t # [0, T ). In local coordinates we write g~ ij=
gij+{ij . for this metric and g~ ij for its inverse. Furthermore we set
N(.) :=
det(g+Hess .)
det g
and we denote the linearization of log N at . with g. . Using the summa-
tion convention we find that
g.=d(log N)(.)()=
d
ds
log N(.+s)| s=0
=
1
N(.)
1
det g
(det g~ ) g~ ij {ij=g~ ij {ij .
2.1. Lemma. There exists a positive constant C0=C0( |.0 | , |{2.0 | ,
*, | f |) such that
&C0e&*t.* (x, t)C0 e&*t for all x # M and all t0.
In particular for *0 we get a time-independent bound
sup
M_[0, T)
|.* |=max
M
|.* 0 |C0 .
Proof. Differentiating (1.1) we get (t) .* =g~ ij {ij.* &*.* =g..* &*.*
and (t)(e*t.* )=g.(e*t.* ). The estimate follows from the maximum
principle for parabolic equations. K
Next we need a bound for the gradient and the oscillation of ..
2.2. Lemma. D denotes the diameter of (M, g). Then
sup
M_[0, T )
|{.|2D, and osc
M
.t2D2 for all t # [0, T ).
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.2 is similar to the stationary case (cf.
[D1, Lemma 1]). K
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2.3. Lemma. (a) In the case *>0 there exists a positive constant
C1=C1(*, |.* | , | f |) such that
sup
M_[0, T)
|.|C1 .
(b) In the case *=0 we have
max
M
|.t |C0 } t+|.0 | .
(c) For *<0 the following estimate is valid for t # [0, T ):
max
M
|.t |2D2+
1
|*|
( |.* t |+| f |)C 1(1+e&*t).
Proof. Assuming .t achieves its maximum (resp. minimum) at point p
(resp. q) we see that log N(.t)( p)0 (resp. log N(.t)(q)0). For *>0 we
obtain from (1.1)
&
1
*
( |.* t |+| f | ).t(q).t( p)
1
*
( |.* t | +| f |)
and (a) follows from Lemma 2.1. Part (b) is obvious. In order to see (c)
observe that for *<0 we have
.t( p)&
1
*
( f ( p)+.* t( p)) \resp. .t(q)&1* ( f (q)+.* t(q))+ .
We already know that oscM .t=supM .t&infM .t2D2. Now we dis-
tinguish three cases. If infM .t>0, then we have
0<.t(q)sup
M
.t2D2&
1
*
( f (q)+.* t(q))2D2+
1
|*|
( | f |+|.* | ).
If sup .t<0 we see that
0>.t( p)inf
M
.t&2D2&
1
*
( f ( p)+.* t( p))&2D2&
1
|*|
( | f |+|.* |).
Finally, if infM .t0supM .t , then
sup
M_[0, T )
|.|osc
M
.t2D2.
In each case the result follows immediately. K
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Our next step is an estimate for the term gklg~ kl=n+2.. This is done by
applying the parabolic maximum principle to the evolution equation of 2..
2.4. Proposition. (a) In the case *>0 there exist time independent
constants k, K such that
n } exp \&2n ( |.* | +| f |)+n+2.K exp(2kD2),
where D is the diameter of (M, g), k=k(M, g) and K depends on (M, g), *,
|{2f |  , |.* | , |.| and |{.| .
(b) In the case *0 we get existence of the term n+2.t for all times
n } exp \&2n ( |.* t |+|*| D2+| f |)+n+2.tKt exp(2kD2),
where Kt depends on (M, g), *, |{2f |  , |.* t |  , |.t | and |{.| and
k=k(M, g).
For the proof we first derive the evolution equation for 2..
2.5. Lemma. 2. satisfies the evolution equation

t
2.=g. 2.&gijg~ krg~ ls {irs. {jkl .&E&* 2.&2f.
The function E depends on derivatives of . up to second order and can be
estimated as
|E||a(n+2.)+b| } g~ +&g+&+c,
where a, b, c are positive constants depending only on (M, g).
Proof.

t
2.=

t
(gij {ij .)=2.*
=2(log det((g+Hess .)det g))&* 2.&2f
=gijg~ kl {ijkl.&gijg~ krg~ ls {irs . {jkl .&* 2.&2f
=g. 2.+g~ klgijtklij&gijg~ krg~ ls {irs. {jkl.&* 2.&2f.
We used the formula for the derivative of the inverse metric
{&g~ :;=&g~ :#g~ ;+ } {&g~ #+
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and
tklij :={ijkl.&{klij.
=({i Rjklm+{kRiljm) {m .+Rjklm {im .+Riklm {mj.
+Riljm {km .+Rikjm {lm.. (2.1)
One obtains (2.1) by interchanging successively covariant derivatives:
{ijkl.={iklj.+{i (Rjklm gmn {n .)
{iklj.={kilj.+Riklm gmn {nj .+Rikjm gmn {nl .
{kilj.={klij.+{k(Riljm {m.).
Thus we get the evolution equation in Lemma 2.5 with E=&gijg~ kltklij . For
the estimate of E we proceed as in [D1] and collect the matching terms.
By Lemma 2.2 |{.| is bounded, the metric g is smooth and hence there
exists b such that
|gijg~ kl({iRjklm+{kRiljm) {m.|b(g~ klgkl). (2.2)
In local coordinates, we can calculate the remaining part E$ of E as
E$=&2 :
:, ;
g~ ::(R:;;: {;;.+R;:;: {::.).
Using R:;;:=&R;:;:=&R:: we see that
:
;
R:;;: {;;.=:
;
(1+{;;.) R:;;:+R:: .
Moreover g~ ::=(g~ ::)&1=(1+{:: .)&1 and therefore
:
:, ;
g~ ::R;:;: {::.=:
:
g~ ::R:: {::.=R&:
:
g~ ::R:: .
This yields
E$=&2 :
:, ;
g::(1+{;;.) R:;;:&2R.
However 1+{;; .>0 for all ;=1, ..., n. Let a2 be a bound for the sec-
tional curvature of (M, g) and set c=2 supM |R|. Then E$ is bounded by
a(n+2.) : g~ ::+c and we obtain Lemma 2.5.
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Proof of Proposition 2.4. For the lower estimate of n+2. we choose
local coordinates such that
det(g+Hess .)det g= ‘
n
&=1
(1+{&&.)
(2.3)
1
n
(n+2.)=
1
n
:
n
&=1
(1+{&& .).
Using the inequality between arithmetic and geometric mean and the
C 0-estimates we deduce from (1.1) the estimates
n+2.n } exp \&2n ( |.* | +| f |)+ for *>0,
n+2.n } exp \&1n ( |.* | +| f |)+ for *=0,
and
n+2.tn } exp \&2n ( |.* t |+| f |+|*| D2)+ for *<0.
For the upper estimate of n+2. we consider the function
B(x, t) :=log(n+2.(x, t))&k.(x, t),
where k is a constant still to be defined. We want to apply the parabolic
maximum principle to the term B and thus calculate Bt and g.B

t
B=
1
n+2.
}

t
2.&k.*
=
1
n+2. \g. 2.&g:+g~ ;&g~ #\ {:;#. {+&\.&E&* 2.&2f+&k.*
and
g.B=g~ +& {+&(log(n+2.)&k.)=g~ +& {+ \ 1n+2. {& 2.+&kg. .
=
1
n+2.
g. 2.&
1
(n+2.)2
g~ +& {& 2. {+ 2.&kg...
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This yields
\g.& t+ B=&
1
(n+2.)2
g~ +& {& 2. {+ 2.&kg..+
1
n+2.
E
+
1
n+2.
(g:+g~ ;&g~ #\ {:;#. {+&\ .+* 2.+2f )+k.* . (2.4)
If B achieves its maximum at a point (p, 0), then B is bounded and 2.4
follows. If not we fix t # [0, T) and assume that B achieves its maximum at
a point P=( p, t0) # M_[0, t] with t0>0. Then
\g.& t+ B0 at P=( p, t0).
We already know that the terms 1(n+2.), E, .* , 2f in (2.4) are
bounded. The first term on the right in (2.4) has the wrong sign. With
the help of the next lemma we can absorbe this term with
(1(n+2.)) g:+g~ ;&g~ #\ {:;# . {+&\. and we gain additionally a good term to
control other bad terms.
2.6. Lemma. The term g:+g~ ;&g~ #\ {:;#. {+&\. has the following lower
bound in P :
g:+g~ ;&g~ #\ {:;#. {+&\.
1
n+2.
g~ +& {+ 2. {& 2.+2kg~ +&R\& {+. {\..
Proof. The following square is developed (see [D1]):
0[(n+2.) {:;#.&g~ :; {# 2.] } [(n+2.) {+&\.&g~ +& {\ 2.] g:+g~ ;&g~ #\
=(n+2.)2 g:+g~ ;&g~ .\ {:;#. {+&\.&(n+2.) {:;#. {\ 2. g:;g~ #\
&(n+2.) {+&\. {# 2. g&+g~ #\+g~ :; {# 2. {\ 2. g~ +& g:+g~ ;&g~ #\
=(n+2.)2 g:+g~ ;&g~ #\ {:;#. {+&\ .&2(n+2.) 2 {#. {\ 2. g~ #\
+(n+2.) g~ #\ {# 2. {\ 2.
=(n+2.)2 g:+g~ ;&g~ #\ {:;#. {+&\ .&(n+2.) g~ #\ {# 2. {\ 2.
&2(n+2.) g~ #\ {\ 2. R#_ {_..
In the maximum P=( p, t0) of B |M_[0, t] we get
0={\ B(P)=
1
n+2.(P)
{\ 2.(P)&k {\.(P).
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Plugging {\ 2.=k(n+2.) {\. into the upper equation Lemma 2.6
follows. K
Next we choose a bound for the Ricci tensor and use the gradient bound
from Lemma 2.2 in order to obtain
2kg~ +&R\& {+. {\.&2kn$ |{.| 2 g~
+&g+&&8k D2n $g~ +&g+& .
We use this estimate at the point P and arrive at
0\g.& t+ B
&kg..+k.* +
1
n+2.
(E+* 2.+2f&8k D2n $g~ +&g+&)
=&k(n&g~ +&g+&)+
1
n+2.
(E+* 2.+2f&8k D2n $g~ +&g+&)+k.*
kg~ +&g+&&kn&
1
n+2.
((a(n+2.)+b) g~ +&g+&+c)
+
1
n+2.
(&8k D2n $g~ +&g+&+* 2.+2f )+k.* .
Hence
g~ +&g+& \k&a& 1n+2. (b+8k D2n $)+kn+
1
n+2.
(c&* 2.&2f )+k.* .
Now we set k=a+2 and we distinguish two cases. If
2&
1
n+2.(P)
(b+8k D2n$)1
then
(n+2.)(P)b+8k D2n$=K .
Since
log(n+2.)&k.log(n+2.)(P)&k.(P)
holds in the maximum P of B the bound for the oscillation (Lemma 2.2)
yields
(n+2.)K } exp(2kD2) on M_[0, T ).
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If on the other hand
2&
1
n+2.(P)
(b+8k D2n$)>1
then
g~ +&g+&<kn+
1
n+2.
(c&* 2.&2f )+k.* .
We may assume that 2.(P)>0 because otherwise the result follows from
BB(P)log n&k.(P), hence (n+2.)n exp(2kD2). Now observe that
&
1
n+2.
(* 2.+2f )&
1
n+2.
2f
1
n+2.
|2f | for *0 (2.5)
since &(1(n+2.)) * 2.0. In addition we have
&
1
n+2.
(* 2.+2f )|*|+
1
n+2.
|2f | for *<0.
On the other hand we already know from the lower estimate in Proposi-
tion 2.4 that
1
n+2.

1
n
exp \2n ( |.* |+| f |)+ for *>0 (2.6)
and
1
n+2.t

1
n
exp \2n ( |.* t |+| f | +|*| D2)+ for *0. (2.7)
(a) Fix *>0. From (2.6) we deduce
g~ +&g+&(P)<kn+
1
n
(c+|2f | ) exp \2n ( |.* | +| f |)++k |.* |=: K0 .
In local coordinates we have g~ &&(P)<K0 for all &=1, ..., n. Therefore we
obtain
1+{&&.(P)=N(.)(P) ‘
+{&
g~ +&(P)K n&10 exp(2( |.* |+| f |))
for all &=1, ..., n. After summation we have
(n+2.)(P)K :=nK n&10 exp(2( |.* | +| f | ))
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and the upper estimate for n+2. follows from the estimate for the
oscillation
n+2.(n+2.)(P) exp(k(.(P)&.))K } exp(2kD2).
(b) Fixing *0 we obtain from (2.7)
g~ +&g+&(P)<kn+|*|
+
1
n
(c+|2f |) exp \2n ( |.* t |+| f |+|*| D2)++k |.* t |
=K0t .
As above we get
(n+2.t)(P)K t=nK n&10t exp(2( |.* t |+| f | +|*| D
2)).
Finally we obtain
n+2.tKt exp(2kD2)
and therefore the upper estimate in Proposition 2.4 holds also in the case
*0. K
2.7. Corollary. In the case *>0 the following estimate holds:
sup
M_[0, T )
|{2.|- n max[1, K exp(2kD2)&1].
Here k, K are the constants from Proposition 2.4. Furthermore g+Hess .t is
positive definite for all t # [0, T ) and the metrics g~ t=g+Hess .t are
uniformly equivalent in t to the metric g.
Proof. . solves the equation
.
t
=log N(.)&*.&f.
By Proposition 2.4 we get at any point P of (M, g) in local coordinates
0<:
&
(1+{&&.)(P)k1 :=K exp(2kD2).
Consequently
0<1+{&&.(P)<k1 for all &=1, ..., n
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and therefore
:
&
({&& .)2<n } max[1, (k1&1)2]
since {&&.<k1&1. It follows that
sup
M_[0, T )
|{2.|- n } max[1, k1&1].
Furthermore in local coordinates at a point P we have
‘
&{+
(1+{&&.)&1>k (1&n)1 for all +=1, ..., n
and
1+{&& .=N(.) } ‘
&{+
(1+{&&.)&1>k (1&n)1 N(.).
Using (1.1) together with the estimates in Lemma 2.3 it follows that
g++ k (1&n)1 exp(2( |.* |+| f |))<g~ ++<g++ k1 for all +=1, ..., n. K
As a consequence of Corollary 2.7 the eigenvalues of g~ ij=gij+{ij. are
uniformly bounded in t and strictly positive if *>0. Thus the equation
(1.1) is strictly parabolic in the case *>0.
2.8. Corollary. In the case *0 we have for all t # [0, T )
max
M
|{2.t |- n max[1, Kt exp(2kD2)&1].
Furthermore the following estimate is valid for all +=1, ..., n:
g++ k (1&n)1t exp(&2( |.* t |+| f |+|*| D
2))<(g~ ++)t<(g++)t k1t .
Proof. We substitute in the proof of Corollary 2.6 k1 by k1t=
Kt exp(2kD2) and use the estimate for N(.). K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The term log(det(uij)) is concave in (uij) and
therefore we can apply a result of Krylov [K, 5.5.2] to get the Ho lder con-
tinuity of {2.. We obtain the higher regularity of . with the following
standard iteration method.
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Differentiating equation (1.1) with respect to xk we get
\g.& t+
.
xk
=g~ ij
.
xk
gij&gij
.
xk
gij+*
.
xk
+
f
xk
. (2.8)
We know from the a priori estimates that the right-hand side lies in a
C 0, :-space. This is also true for the coefficients of the operator g. . From
general regularity theory we know that .xk can be uniformly bounded
in C 2, :. By induction we conclude that the Ck-norm of .t is uniformly
bounded in t for all k. Now [0, T ) is the maximal time intervall, where a
smooth solution exists. If T< we can continue the solution smoothly on
[0, T ] and g+Hess .T is again positive definite. Now we get existence of
the solution on an intervall strictly larger than [0, T ]. This yields a con-
tradiction to the maximality of T and therefore the solution of (1.1) exists
for all times. By ArzelaAscoli there exists a sequence tn   such that .tn
converges to a smooth function . as n  .
In the case *0 the Ck-norm of .t is bounded on all bounded subsets of
[0, T ) for all k. Then we proceed as above and obtain therefore existence for
the solution for all times t0.
It remains to prove for *>0 convergence of the time dependent solu-
tions to the solution of the stationary equation.
For any 0<s<s$ we have
max
M
|.(x, s$)&.(x, s)|max
M |
s$
s }
.
t
(x, t) } dtc |

s
e&*t dt.
This shows that .t is a Cauchy sequence in the sup-norm as t   and
therefore .t converges in the sup-norm to a function .~  as t  . On the
other hand we already know that there exists a sequence tn such that .tn
converges to the smooth function . on M as n  . This implies that
.=.~  and hence .t converges to . as t   in the C 0-topology. We
claim that .t converges to . even in the C -topology. Otherwise there
would exist k # N, =>0 and a sequence sn   with &.sn&.&Ck= for
k and =. Since .sn is bounded in the C
-topology there exists a sub-
sequence, again denoted by sn such that .sn converges in the C
-topology
to a smooth function . {. . This contradicts the fact that .sn converges
to . in the sup-norm. Therefore .t converges to . as t   in C .
From equation (1.1) it follows that .* t converge to .* =0 in the C -topol-
ogy as t   and we arrive at the equation
0=
.
t
(x)=log(det(gij (x)+{ij.(x)))&log det gij (x)&*.(x)&f (x).
Thus, as t  , the time dependent solution of the evolution equation con-
verges to the unique solution of the stationary equation. K
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3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR
In this section we study the asymptotic behaviour of the following
evolution equation,

t
.(x, t)=log \det(g(x)+Hess .(x, t))det g(x) +&*.(x, t) (3.1)
.(x, 0)=.0(x),
where * is a fixed positive parameter. We know from the last section that
the solution . of (3.1) lies in C  and that the metrics g~ t=g+Hess .t are
uniformly equivalent to the metric g. Obviously the constant function 0 is
a solution of the stationary equation. We also know from Section 2 that
.t  .#0 and that .* t  0 in the C -topology. Our goal is to investigate
the rate of decay of .t in the L2-norm more precisely and to prove
Theorem 1.2.
3.1. Lemma. There exist positive constants C0=C0(.0) and C1=
C1(.0 , *) such that
&C0e&*t.(x, t)C0e&*t
and
&C1e&*t.* (x, t)C1e&*t.
Proof. The result follows from the maximum principle. K
In the next step we show that the higher derivatives of . decay exponen-
tially. First we need to derive evolution equations for various terms
depending on ..
3.2. Lemma. We have the evolution equations:
(i)

t
.2=2..*
=2.g..&2.g..+2..*
=g..2&2g~ kl {k. {l.&2.g..+2..*
=g..2&2 |{.| 2g~ &2.g..+2..* ,
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(ii)

t
|{.| 2=g. |{.| 2&2gijg~ kl {li . {kj.
+2gijg~ klRiklm {m. {j.&2* |{.| 2
=g. |{.| 2&2 |{{.| 2g~
+2gijg~ klRiklm {m. {j.&2* |{.| 2,
(iii)

t
|{2.| 2=g.(gijgkl {ik. {jl .)&2 |{{2.| 2g~ +2g
ijgklg~ rstrsik {jl.
&2gijgklg~ rmg~ sn {imn. {krs. {jl.&2*gijgkl {ik. {jl..
Proof. (i) This is clear.
(ii)

t
|{.| 2=

t
(gij {i. {j.)
=2gij((g~ kl {ikl.&* {i.) {j .)
=2gij((g~ kl {kli.+g~ klRiklm {m.&* {i.) {j.).
(iii)

t
(gijgkl {ik. {jl.)
=2gijgkl {ik.* {jl .
=2gijgkl(g~ rs {ikrs.&g~ rmg~ sn {imn . {krs.&* {ik .) {jl.
=2gijgklg~ rs({rsik.+trsik&g~ rmg~ sn {imn. {krs.) {jl.
&2*gijgkl {ik. {jl..
The last line follows from interchanging the covariant derivatives; the
term trsik is defined as in Section 2. Furthermore we have
g.(gijgkl {ik. {jl.)=g~ rsgijgkl {rs({ik. {jl.)
=2g~ rsgijgkl {rsik. {jl .+2g~ rsgijgkl {sik. {rjl ..
Therefore (iii) follows. K
3.3. Lemma. There exists a positive constant C2 depending on (M, g),
.0 , |.| , |.* |  such that
|{.| 2C2e&2*t.
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Proof. We want to apply the maximum principle and hence consider
the following evolution equation

t
(e2*t( |{.| 2+a1.2))=g.(e2*t( |{.| 2+a1.2))&2e2*tg~ klgij {li . {kj.
+2e2*tg~ klgijRiklm {m. {j.&2a1e2*t |{.| 2g~
&2a1.g..e2*t+2a1 e2*t..* .
Here we choose the constant a1 such that
2e2*tg~ klgijRiklm {m. {j.a1e2*t |{.| 2g~ .
This is possible since we already know from the second section that the
metrics g~ t are uniformly equivalent to the metric g. The terms coming from
the curvature are bounded anyway. Now we can estimate
|a1 .g..||a1.g~ kl {kl.|
c1a1 |.| } |{2.|

1
2
a1= |{2.| 2+
1
2=
a1c21.
2
2g~ klgij {li. {kj.+a1c2.2.
The last inequality uses again the fact that the metrices g~ and g are
uniformly equivalent. By Lemma 3.2 we already have |..* |C0 C1e&2*t
and .2C 20 e
&2*t, hence
a1 e2*t |{.| 2g~ a~ 1e
2*t |{.| 2.
Setting G :=e2*t( |{.| 2+a1.2) we obtain
&a~ 1e2*t |{.| 2=&a~ 1 G+a~ 1a1 .2e2*t.
Finally we arrive at

t
Gg.G&a~ 1G+a~ 1a1 C 20 +2a1c2 C
2
0 +2a1C0C1
g.G&a~ 1(G&c3).
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The maximum principle implies that
Gc4 :=max[max
M
G | t=0 , c3]
and Lemma 3.3 follows. K
3.4. Lemma. There exists a constant C3 depending on (M, g), .0 , |.| ,
|.* | , |{.| such that
|{2.t | 2C3e&2*t.
Proof. We set
W :=e2*t(gijgkl {ik . {jl.+a2 |{.| 2+a3.2).
Here a2 and a3 are positive constants yet to be defined. The following
evolution equation holds (cf. Lemma 3.2)

t
W=g.W&2e2*t |{{2.| 2g~ &2e
2*tgijgklg~ rmg~ sn {imn. {krs. {jl .
+2e2*tgijg~ klgrstrsik {jl.&2a2e2*tgijg~ kl {li. {kj .
+2a2e2*tg~ ijgklRiklm {m. {j.&2a3e2*t |{.| 2g~
&2a3e2*t.g..+2a3e2*t..* .
Now we obtain
2e2*tgijgklg~ rmg~ sn {imn. {krs. {jl.=e2*t |{{2.| 2g~ +
c1
=
e2*t |{2.| 2 (3.2)
and
2e2*tgijgklg~ rstrsik {jl .2c2e2*t |{2.| 2+2c2 e2*t |{.| |{2.|
3c2e2*t |{2.| 2g~ +c2e
2*t |{.| 2
 12a2e
2*tgijg~ kl {li. {kj.+c2C2 . (3.3)
In the first inequality in (3.3) we use the fact that the terms trsik consist of
first and second derivatives of . (see 2.1). For the last inequality we choose
a2 2>3c2 and use again the equivalence of the metrics g~ and g. Now we
choose c4=c4(M, g) and a3>2a2 c4 and obtain
2a2e2*tg~ ijgklRiklm {m. {j.2a2c4e2*t |{.| 2g~ a3 e
2*t |{.| 2g~ . (3.4)
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Finally, with a suitable choice of = we have
2a3e2*t.g..2a3 e2*t \12 c3= |{2.| 2+
1
2=
c3 |.| 2+

1
2
a2e2*tgijg~ kl {li . {kj .+2a3c~ 3C 20 . (3.5)
Again we have
a2 e2*tgijg~ kl {li. {kj .a~ 2e2*tgijgkl {li. {kj.
and we can extract the term W
&a~ 2 e2*tgijgkl {li. {kj .=&a~ 2W+a~ 2a2 |{.| 2 e2*t+a~ 2 a3.2e2*t.
Finally we use this and (3.2)(3.5) in order to obtain the inequality

t
Wg.W&a~ 2 W+a~ 2a2C2+a~ 2a3C 20 +c2 C2+2a3 c~ 3C
2
0 +2a3 C0C1
g.W&a~ 2(W&c5),
where c5 collects all constants.
The maximum principle yields
Wmax[max
M
W | t=0 , c5]
and Lemma 3.4 follows. K
To prove the decay of the third derivatives of . we first derive their
evolution equation.
3.5. Lemma. The third derivatives satisfy

t
(gaigbjgck {abc. {ijk.)
=2gaigbjgck {abc.* {ijk.
=2gaigbjgck(g~ rs {abcrs. {ijk.&g~ rmg~ sn {amn . {bcrs . {ijk .
&g~ rpg~ sq {abpq . {crs. {ijk.&g~ rpg~ sq {bpq. {acrs . {ijk .
+g~ r:g~ p;g~ sq {a:; . {bpq. {crs . {ijk.+g~ rpg~ s:g~ q; {a:; . {bpq. {crs. {ijk.)
&2*gaigbjgck {abc. {ijk..
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Furthermore we obtain
g.(gaigbjgck {abc. {ijk.)=2gaigbjgckg~ rs({rsabc. {ijk.+{rabc. {sijk.). K
At this point we must interchange the covariant derivatives in the term
{abcrs . in the evolution equation in Lemma 3.5. We get as in the paper of
Delanoe [D1, 2.30]
{abcrs.={rsabc .+Tabcrs ,
where the terms Tabcrs can be estimated as
|Tabcrs |c1(M, g) } ( |{.| +|{2.| +|{3.|).
3.6. Lemma. There exists a positive constant C4 depending on (M, g),
.0 , |.| , |.* |  , |{.| , |{2.|  such that
|{3.t | 2C4e&2*t.
Proof. Let D :=gaigbjgck {abc. {ijk.. Then we obtain

t
Dg.D&2 |{D| 2g~ +2 |{
3.| (c1( |{.|+ |{2.|+|{3.| ))
+c2 |{3.| 2 |{4.|+c3 |{3.| 4&2*D.
Now we set
Q :=e2*t(gaigbjgck {abc. {ijk.+a4 |{2.| 2+a5 |{.| 2+a6.2),
where a4 , a5 , a6 are positive constants which will be defined later. Conse-
quently

t
Qg.Q&2e2*t |{{3.| 2g~ +2e
2*t |{3.| (c1( |{.|+ |{2.|+|{3.| ))
+c2e2*t |{3.| 2 |{4.|+c3 |{3.| 4
&2a4e2*t |{{2.| 2g~ &2a4e
2*tgijg~ klgrmg~ sn {imn. {krs. {jl .
+2a4e2*tgijgklg~ rstrsik {jl.&2a5e2*tg~ ijgkl {li . {kj.
+2a5e2*tg~ ijgklRiklm {m. {j.&2a6 e2*t |{.| 2g~
&2a6e2*t.g..+2a6e2*t..* .
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Now we can estimate
c2e2*t |{3.| 2 |{4.|
1
2
=e2*t |{4.| 2+
1
2=
c22e
2*t |{3.| 2.
For = small the term including fourth derivatives is absorbed by
&2e2*t |{{3.| 2g~ . After splitting off products the terms including |{
3.| are
estimated by c4 |{3.| 2 and finally they are absorbed by the term
&2a4 e2*t |{{2.| 2g~ with a4 suitable large. The remaining terms of second
order are absorbed by the term &2a5e2*tgijg~ kl {li. {kj. and the other terms
as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Finally

t
Qg.Q&a~ 4(Q&c5)
and we obtain as usual
Qmax[max
M
Q | t=0 , c5].
Lemma 3.6 follows. K
So far we have proved the exponential decay of . up to the third order.
Now we are able to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. In local coordinates the following equations
hold,
.
t
=2.+log det(gij+{ij.)&log det gij&2.&*.
=2.+|
1
0
d
ds
[log det(gij+s {ij.)&(s&1) 2.] ds&*.
=2.+|
1
0
(g~ ij(s)&g
ij) {ij. ds&*.
=2.+|
1
0
|
1
0
d
d\
(gij+\s {ij.)&1 {ij. d\ ds&*.
=2.&|
1
0
|
1
0
(gik+\s {ik.)&1 (gjl+\s {jl.)&1 s {kl . {ij. d\ ds&*.
=2.&|
1
0
|
1
0
s |{2.| 2g~ (\s) d\ ds&*.,
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where (g~ ij(s))=(gij+s {ij.)
&1. Setting A :=10 
1
0 s |{
2.| 2g~ ( \s) d\ ds we obtain

t |M (.&. )
2 dM
=2 |
M
(.&. ) .* dM
=2 |
M
(.&. )(2.&A&*.) dM
=&2 |
M
|{(.&. )| 2 dM&2* |
M
.(.&. ) dM&2 |
M
A(.&. ) dM
=&2 |
M
|{(.&. )| 2 dM&2* |
M
(.&. )2 dM&2 |
M
A(.&. ) dM
&2(+1+*) |
M
(.&. )2 dM&2 |
M
A(.&. ) dM. (3.6)
In the last line we used the Poincare inequality. Furthermore we have
&2 |
M
A(.&. ) dM
=2 |
1
0
|
M
(g~ ij(s)&g
ij) {ij.(.&. ) dM ds
=&2 |
1
0
|
M
(g~ ij(s)&g
ij) {i (.&. ) {j (.&. ) dM ds
&2 |
1
0
|
M
{i (g~ ij(s)&g
ij)(.&. ) {j (.&. ) dM ds
2 |
M
|g~ ij(s)&g
ij | } |{(.&. )| 2 dM
+2 |
M
|{(g~ ij(s)&g
ij)| } |.&. | } |{(.&. )| dM
2c sup |{2.| |
M
|{(.&. )| 2 dM
+2c sup |{3.| \|M |.&. | 2 dM+|M |{(.&. )| 2 dM+ .
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Because of the exponential decay of |{2.| and |{3.| we have proved:
For all =>0 there exists a T(=) such that
} &2 |M A(.&. ) dM }= \|M |{(.&. )| 2+|.&. | 2 dM+ .
We plug this estimate into the second to last line in (3.6) and obtain the
second part of Theorem 1.2. From this we can deduce the sharper version.
There exists $>0 such that
} &2 |M A(.&. ) dM }ce&$t \|M |{(.&. )| 2+|.&. | 2 dM+ .
With =(t)=ce&$t we obtain
d
dt |M (.&. )
2 dM&2(+1+*&=(t)) |
M
(.&. )2 dM.
This yields
d
dt \|M (.&. )2 dM } exp(2(+1+*&=(t)) } t)+
=\ ddt |M (.&. )2 dM+ } \exp(2(+1+*&=(t)) } t+
+|
M
(.&. )2 dM(exp(2(+1+*&=(t)) } t) } (2(+1+*&=(t))+2c $e&$t t)
(c $t e&$t) |
M
(.&. )2 dM } exp(2(+1+*&=(t)) } t)
c$ $t e&($2) t.
This proves Theorem 1.2. K
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